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Editorial 

I want to start this edition on a happy note so here’s what I’ll say, I’ve heard from 

my peers that they want the world to change. I’ve heard about immigration, climate 

change inaction, racism, sexism, homophobia, transphobia, even dress code and other 

pressing issues in today’s world. The only problem is that we are teenagers and tweens, how 

do we enact change? Some of you may say that this is impossible but I, your helpful 

optimistic editor, am here to tell you differently. Below is a list of teens and tweens who 

have influenced and changed the world. One day, that could be you! You can change the 

world, you can inspire change, you can write, speak, email, Insta, Snapchat, Tweet, 

whatever and get your change in motion. These last few months of 2019, think about the 

change you have made and the change you want to make. Inspire the change, make the 

change, BE the change. 
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The Most Influential Teens of 2019 
Marley Dias- Marley created #1000BlackGirlBooks. A program 
aiming to bring books about black women into communities 
that lack those kinds of books.  

Rishab Jain- Rishab created a software program that allows the pancreas, a 
very mobile and difficult to locate organ, to be found when doctors are 
treating pancreatic cancer. 

Thandiwe Abdullah- Thandiwe co-founded Black Lives Matter LA Youth 
Vanguard. She is regarded as one of her generation's most powerful voices on 
social justice. 

Greta Thunberg- Greta Thunberg started off advocating against climate 
change inaction in front of the Riksdag (Swedish legislature). She became a 
powerful voice as she argued against the world’s most powerful leaders and 
their inaction on climate change. She has spoken to the European (EU) 
Parliament, the Austrian President, and the UN Secretary-General, the United 
Nations, former President Obama, the US Congress, and the President of the 
European Commission. Not only does she have Asperger’s syndrome, but she 
also spoke at the UN Global Climate Summit in September as well as she was 
nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize. 

Melati and Isabel Wijsen- These sisters organized “Bali’s Biggest Clean-Up”, an 
event where 65 tons of trash were collected from the country of Bali. They 
have spoken with leaders from South Korea as well as at a UN-sponsored 
conference in San Diego. 

Ahed Tamimi- A Palestinian nationalist, Ahed slapped an Israeli soldier in 
2017, which earned her jail time and an international audience. She is being 
hailed as a new leader in the Palestinian nationalist movement. 

Parkland Students- These student activists rose from the aftermath of 
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High school shooting. Their fierce calls for gun 
reform and their creation of the March for Our Lives movement has drawn 
national views to strengthen gun control laws. 

These teenagers have cast waves in the world and all started when they 
saw an issue and wanted to fix it. If you see an issue and want to fix it, 
tell us here. 
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 Mystery Short Story Contest 
 

 
Write a short story about a spooky mystery. Be sure 
to make it thrilling and exciting for the reader.  
     Submit your story at the link below: 

 
Rules: 
● Minimum 1 page Maximum 2 ½ 
● No sexual content 
● Be sure to paste your story directly into the google 
form! 

● Don't go into detail about any gore or death 
Submit By: October 31 
 
Click here to submit! 
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What is your Favorite Halloween Candy? 

Tell us here 
 

 
Yummy Candy Bar Recipes: 

- Chocolate pie 
- Double chocolate bar   
- Crispy bar 

- Gluten-free, Dairy-free, 
Vegan Crunchy Bar  

- Gluten-Free, Dairy-Free 
Chocolate Caramel slice bar 
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https://forms.gle/YRyJSm9kNrKoWus77
https://www.ohnuts.com/blog/insane-candy-bar-pies-recipe/
https://www.tasteofhome.com/recipes/double-chocolate-bars/
http://www.ohnuts.com/blog/homemade-crispy-candy-bars-recipe-2/
https://beamingbaker.com/3-ingredient-homemade-crunch-bars-gluten-free-vegan-dairy-free-one-bowl/
https://beamingbaker.com/3-ingredient-homemade-crunch-bars-gluten-free-vegan-dairy-free-one-bowl/
https://healthytasteoflife.com/chocolate-caramel-hazelnut-bars-gluten-free-dairy-free/
https://healthytasteoflife.com/chocolate-caramel-hazelnut-bars-gluten-free-dairy-free/


        
 

October Newspaper Candy Crossword 

 
 

Across 

3 the candy with jokes on every 
wrapper 

6 named. after our galaxy 

7. the candy with the slogan,”taste the 
rainbow” 

 

 

Down 

1. the richest candy 

2. fruity ooey gooey yummy  

4. fresh minty chocolate 

5. The chocolate candy that drives you 
nuts 
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Bullying and Psychology 
By: Hunter Davis 

 
 Bullying is a worldwide problem, and while it may not be war or a political problem, it 

is just as big for those who are hurt.  From name-calling to punching people, you have 

probably heard about what bullying is and how bad it is in our current society; however, it 

is less likely that you have heard the reasons behind this worldwide issue. 

Typically, people bully to mask something that is wrong.  For instance, what do you 

do when you are stressed? People often use positive things to cope, from talking to friends 

or taking your negative thoughts and turning them into positive ones. Though, some people 

may bully to cope with their stress. If you are being bullied, it doesn't mean there is 

something bad or wrong about you, most likely it's the opposite and the bully is jealous of 

you. You are being bullied because there is something going wrong in the bullies' life, not yours.  

You might think that something is wrong with you but that would be incorrect, 

the reasons bullies say cruel things is just another facade to cover up their inner feelings of 

weakness and guilt.  So next time you encounter a bully, forget about how bad you think 

you are and try to imagine how you can improve their life. 

Works Cited 
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https://us.ditchthelabel.org/why-do-people-bully/


        
 

Halloween Jokes! 
 

 
What is the most important subject a witch learns in school?  
Spelling!   
Why did severus snape stand in the middle of the road?     
We’ll never know what side he’s on!    
Why didn’t the skeleton cross the road?   
He didn’t have the guts to do it! 
What do you call a fat pumpkin? 
A plumpkin!   
Vader means father in german, what would a german person say when watching star wars?   
“What, darth father?” 
If you don’t want robots to take over the world then…     
don’t push their buttons! 
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Polls & Games!
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Like fall games to play with friends or just by 
yourself? 

Here are two spooky games to lift your spirits on 
Halloween day! 

Mummy wrap: A game so simple, even your own mummy can play! 
This game can be played either individually or in teams of two 

(better in teams of toe haha). If playing individually, give everyone a 
stack of toilet paper rolls and when the timer starts, they must 
try to wrap themselves up with the toilet paper from head to toe. 

First one done wins! 

Separation anxiety: stressed out? Wanna play a relaxing game? Well 
this ain't your game. Players must separate 25 multicolored candies 
(M&Ms, Skittles, etc.) into specific cups for each color, moving one 

candy at a time. First player to sort all 25 candies wins 

Want more spook-tastic games? There's more to play here! 👆 
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https://amzn.to/1Uqd2FO
https://www.playpartyplan.com/fall-minute-to-win-it-party-games-and/


        
 

Gender Fluidity 
  

A lot of people don't understand what gender fluidity is. Many more don’t 
know of its existence. The simplest and best way to explain it would be how people 
have many emotions. They can be distinct or mixed and they come at different 
times.  These genders consist of but are not limited to male, female, non-binary, 
agender, gender neutral, and a lot more. Some gender fluid people have set pronouns 
and others have ever changing but it’s up to the individual. Some example pronouns 
are xe, ze, ye, she, he, and they.  There are ways to know what their pronouns 
are, some have bracelets or pins while others will just tell you what to call them. 

 
Common misconceptions 

Many people are uneducated about gender fluidity.  Some of the most common 
misconceptions are that… 

● Gender fluid people don’t exist- brain chemistry for trans and gender queer 
people are different 

● That since their gender pronouns change you can call them any pronoun- 
although their pronouns are different at times it’s rude to misgender them 

● That you are each gender for an equal amount of time- like emotions there 
is no required time amount for each gender 

● You don't have to use their pronouns if you replace it with their name- when 
you do this it shows them you’re not trying to learn or understand them 

● Being a certain gender at one time makes you less of the gender you are 
next- masculinity and femininity are relative 

 
What not to say to or about a gender fluid person: 

● Can I just call you (their name)?- again it shows you're not putting effort to 
understand 

● I think you're faking it. They’re making it up. There’s only 2 genders.- Brain 
chemistry and gender deformities like chromosomes xxy say otherwise 

● Are you going to have GRS?- Respect our privacy, these decisions don’t 
affect you 
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Halloween: Origins, Around the World. 
By: Georgia Davidson and Bella Gee 

 
Halloween - it’s the scariest time of the year, but where did this beloved holiday come from, 
and why do we celebrate it?  

Halloween originated from the Celtic festival of Samhain, marking the day of no 
summer and all harvest, where people would light fires and put on costumes to scare off 
ghosts. The Celts thought that ghosts would damage crops and wreak havoc. They set fires to 
sacrifice to the Celtic gods, and wear animal skins, while predicting each others future.   

In the 700’s, a Pope named Gregory III made November 1st a day to worship and 
honor the saints, and some of the traditions came from Samhain. The holiday was called 
“All Hallows Eve”, which was also called “All Saints Day”, for the reason of the holiday. This 
soon turned into Halloween. 

In colonial New England(modern-day Massachusetts), Halloween was not celebrated 
because of the Pilgrims, who were Protestants, Beliefs. From Maryland and most most areas 
south of it, Halloween has been celebrated. It started with parties called “Play Parties”, in 
which people would celebrate the harvest, and would dress up in costumes and tell each 
others fortunes. Colonial Halloween included ghost stories and mischief. In the 20th 
century, when immigrants from other countries came to america. The Irish brought the 
holiday, Halloween.  Americans then began to go around from house to house, in costumes 
asking for candy, bring the trick-or-treat tradition that we all know and love. People 
started giving out treats because they hoped that they would not be the victims of and 
mischief. Then came the known and loved holiday of Halloween.  

All facts from https://www.history.com/topics/halloween/history-of-halloween (Second Section)  
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A Humorous Short Story  
Caroline N. and Haley H. 

 
 One stormy winter eve, this dude named Freddy Bon CheeseEnBurg was 

walking down a lonely road in his home town Ill-Fated AggieVille, he had a bird on his 
shoulder, this very birds name was Dumpling.  Freddy was fuming that Dumpling had 
just pooped on his shoulder, “You are the worst bird Dumpling!” cried Freddy. 

As Dumpling cacawed and flew away, Freddy felt the loneliness creeping in once 
again.  For the past year, Freddy had lost his humorous cat who had an upside-down 
nose. He had lost his dog who ran and stepped on his toes.  When the dog ran off 
the man had become desperate, that was when found Dumpling.  

When he lost Dumpling, he couldn’t figure out what he had done wrong, the old 
cranky man had no sense of realization that it was he who had caused his pets to 
flee.  He thought he had just enough of this terrible sense of loneliness.  So, the 
following day he traveled to an all knowing fortune teller, Agatha he had seen on the 
bus going to Smotokia (a large town in their state). She had rings on her fingers, 
nose, and ears, and bracelets just about up her arms.   

“ I know what the problem is darrrrling. “ 
“ What is it?! I NEED to know!!!!” 
“You have smelly shoes.(changing the tone to boring) Now the $50 dollars...” she 

said opening her hand towards Freddy for her payment. 
The next day Freddy went back to his adobe in Ill-Fated AggieVille and decided to 

change his shoes.  He untied the old and muddy shoe laces, and slowly pried off the 30 
year old pair of sneakers.  Oh!  The stench was un-bearable, like egg salad left in the 
hot summer sun for a month then mixed with sewer water.  Freddy jumped to his 
feet and chucked the awful stinky shoes out the open door.  The house was silent. 
Next he pulled off his socks which were equally smelly and disposed of them in his 
fireplace.  As the raging inferno burnt away the remnants of his pet repealing 
stench, a large shudder ran through the old Victorian style house.   

Suddenly a bark pierced the air, then another, then another!  It was the old dog who 
ran on his toes, and right behind followed the cat with the upside down nose and 

finally Dumpling the bird!  At last, old man Freddy was lonely no more.  
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